
1 A Kenwood stacking Hi-Fi system comprising of 
turntable, stereo double auto reverse cassette 
deck, tuner unit, etc, together with matching 
speakers

2 An LG surround sound system with remote

3 A Crosley travelling record player

4 An ION air LP wireless streaming turntable in 
box

5 A stoneware garden water feature having otter 
design

6 A 19th century set of balance scales

7 Two Victorian cast metal inspection chambers

8 A marble effect fire surround (A/F)

9 Three graduating pairs of glazed garden pots

10 A pair of green glazed garden pots together with 
a brown glazed large pot

11 A pair of ornate gilt framed oils on board of 
countryside scenes

12 A framed and glazed watercolour of coastal 
windmill scene signed to bottom right

13 A gilt framed oil on board of country farm scene 
signed bottom left

14 A pair of mid-20th century framed prints of 
young African children

15 A framed and glazed print of castle with knight

16 A bevel glass mirror

17 A framed embroidery of cottage scene together 
with a gilt framed convex mirror and an 
assortment of other framed and unframed prints

18 An early 20th century long case clock with eight-
day movement chiming on eight gongs

19 Three framed and glazed prints, two signed in 
pencil by David Shepherd, the other of owl 
signed by Rolf Watt

20 An early 20th century oak bureau bookcase, 
having a fall with three drawers being flanked by 
glazed doors

21 An early 20th century oak tambour fronted 
stationery cabinet having nine drawers

22 A gilt framed watercolour of sailing boats signed 
bottom left Becket

23 A framed oil on canvas of cricket scene, signed 
bottom left Flinders '94

24 Two as-new Star Wars stretched canvas prints 
of BB-8

25 A modern framed and glazed watercolour of 
windmill scene

26 A set of six mid-20th century high back dining 
chairs with drop-in seats

27 A framed oil on board of cottage scene

28 A framed and glazed oil of cottage by lake scene

29 A collection of five framed and glazed prints of 
garden scenes and young ladies

30 A framed and glazed print of cockerels after 
Picasso together with one other framed and 
glazed print of cockerel and a framed and 
glazed limited edition print no.28/200 signed in 
pencil

31 A waxed pine cabinet having single drawer 
above metalwork wine rack

32 Two white painted chests of drawers

33 A small reproduction mahogany wine table

34 A cream painted chest of four drawers

35 A collection of five framed and glazed prints of 
countryside and canal scenes, etc

36 A late Victorian oak shield back hall chair

37 An early 20th century doll's pram

38 A mid-20th century wooden cabinet having pull 
down flap above two cupboard doors`

39 A mid-20th century teak cabinet having a pair of 
sliding doors to top above open storage, the 
base having two sliding doors concealing 
drawers

40 A modern pine cabinet having two glazed doors 
above two drawers

41 A waxed pine dresser top

42 A reproduction bent wood style hat stand

43 Two modern brown ground runners

44 A modern brown upholstered Chesterfield style 
sofa

45 A brown upholstered modern pouffe with lift up 
lid concealing storage space

46 A modern brown upholstered Chesterfield style 
sofa

47 A reproduction Georgian style footstool

48 A modern bird's eye maple effect topped folding 
dining table

49 A cream leather upholstered footstool on 
cabriole supports

50 A modern oak library trolley
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51 A 19th century oil skin and metalwork travelling 
trunk by retailer Henry Pound and Sons

52 A mid-20th century oak gate leg table on barley 
twist supports

53 A reproduction oak foot stool having a brown 
leather upholstered cushion to top

54 A pair of early 20th century spindle back 
smoker's bows

55 A banded blue fibre travelling trunk, later 
converted to coffee table

56 A set of six bow backed oak framed chairs, from 
Heal's

57 A reproduction walnut veneered cabinet having 
single drawer above door

58 A weathered wooden folding circular topped 
garden table together with a distressed garden 
chair

59 A distressed wooden garden twin seat (A/F)

60 A salmon pink upholstered HSL wing armchair

61 A beech folding slatted seated chair

62 A mid-20th century Formica topped drop-leaf 
kitchen table

63 Two wicker picnic baskets, one having a Dutch 
painted scene

64 A modern bent wood style relaxing rocking chair

65 A folding picnic bench

66 Two wicker vegetable baskets

67 A pale green painted aluminium garden table 
with a set of four matching elbow chairs

68 A modern high stool with webbed seating

69 A mid-20th century design webbed tub chair on 
black metal supports

70 A Hohner 'Concerta' acoustic guitar

71 A modern black upholstered executive chair with 
chromed support

72 A folding garden chair with blue striped cushions 
together with a folding red travelling chair

73 An as-new boxed stainless steel sink

74 A Ryobi petrol strimmer with attachment 
rotivator

75 A grey PVC shelving unit on wheels along with 
one other without wheels

76 A child's red golf bag containing three children's 
golf clubs

77 A cream leather upholstered electric rise and 
recline chair

78 An electric desktop Erbauer circular saw

79 Three 10KG pots of Growmore multi-purpose 
plant food

80 +VAT A green circular 'Sledz' sled

81 +VAT A boxed Casio CT-S195 keyboard 
together with a boxed keyboard stand

82 +VAT A child's Joie Every Stage FX car seat

83 +VAT A boxed Black and Decker three tier 
heated airer

84 +VAT A modern circular 'Sledz' sled

85 +VAT A boxed Grohe 'Vitalio Joy system 260' 
showerhead

86 +VAT A Bissell Spinwave vacuum cleaner

87 +VAT A Shark vacuum cleaner

88 +VAT A boxed Artika 'Swirl' LED floor lamp

89 +VAT A boxed Shark corded stick vacuum

90 +VAT A boxed Shark steam pocket mop

91 +VAT A boxed Samsung Jet 75 series cordless 
stick vacuum

92 +VAT A boxed Neatfreak! shoe storage bench

93 +VAT A boxed Core Max eight-in-one 'Total 
Body Training System'

94 +VAT A boxed Rug Doctor portable spot cleaner

95 +VAT A boxed Sensible Eco Living stainless 
steel motion sensor bin

96 +VAT An Igloo coolbox

97 +VAT A grey hard case suitcase containing one 
other suitcase by Samsonite

98 +VAT A boxed Dimplex 'Everdri' 20L electronic 
de-humidifier

99 +VAT Two blue hard case suitcases by 
American Tourister

100 +VAT A 'sensible Eco Living' stainless steel 
motion sensor bin

101 +VAT A 'Sensible Eco Living' stainless steel 
motion sensor bin

102 +VAT A boxed Delonghi HSX slim style heater

103 +VAT A boxed Delonghi Dragon 4 pro radiator 
heater

104 +VAT A boxed Delonghi Dragon 4 Pro radiator 
heater
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105 +VAT A Streetrunner 'Dart' scooter

106 +VAT A modern grey upholstered office chair

107 +VAT An electric reclining chair

108 +VAT A potted artificial olive tree

109 +VAT A wall mounted dart board in case

110 +VAT A modern mahogany effect sideboard 
having two drawers flanked by cupboard doors

111 +VAT A boxed Samsung Odyssey 32in curved 
monitor

112 +VAT A boxed commercial bin rack

300 A walnut cased mantel clock with brass dial 
together with a wooden cased quartz mantel 
clock

301 A mid-20th century style wooden based and 
lidded terracotta urn with wavy line design

302 A reproduction silvered four branch 
candelabrum

303 Four items of modern abstract stoneware 
pottery, one in the form of abstract table lamp 
with shade

304 A circular card box containing rope

305 Two Victorian style glass terrariums

306 A Steiff boxed panda bear together with a boxed 
Steiff small teddy bear

307 Two mid-20th century design bent wood style 
storage boxes with aluminium lids

308 A desktop glazed display cabinet

309 A desktop glazed display cabinet

310 A classic Border Fine Arts model of workhorses 
retiring for the day

311 A reproduction gilt plastered quartz mantel clock

312 A framed and glazed Toledo 24ct gold artwork of 
ducks along with one other framed and glazed 
gilt artwork of birds

313 Three continental blue and gilt decorated items 
by D.Monaco being one lidded pot and two 
trinket trays

314 A reproduction moulded model of lady reading 
book

315 An arch topped easel photo frame with photo of 
young lady

316 A black cast metal cobbler's last

317 A pair of galvanised car ramps by Alko

318 A pair of reproduction Tiffany style wall lights 
with boxes

319 A cased snooker cue

320 A reproduction clay basket in the form of a 
flamingo

321 A Royal Doulton ceramic figurine 'Biddy Penny 
Farthing' HN1843

322 A Royal Doulton ceramic figurine 'The Balloon 
Seller' HN583

323 A cast model of intertwined lovers

324 A canteen of stainless steel flatware

325 A graduated set of three small wooden trays 
together with an early 20th century oak tobacco 
pot in the form of a barrel

326 A modern blue glass bowl in the form of a star

327 An unframed limited edition print 102/115 
depicting canal scene

328 A boxed Revitive circulation booster, as 
advertised by Ian Botham

329 A small eight day brass effect mantel clock by 
Ranela

330 A quantity of classic Border Fine Arts models to 
include dogs, pig, fox, etc (one A/F)

331 A pair of mid-20th century style blue glass vases

332 A Charlotte Rhead charger

333 A selection of gilt decorated and other coloured 
glassware to include decanter, vases, basket, 
etc

334 An early 20th century travelling harmonium 
organ (A/F)

335 An Xbox 360 and a Nintendo Wii

336 A boxed Sony Playstation 2

337 An HP desktop computer tower, purportedly 
containing retro games

338 A selection of posters on various subjects to 
include dentistry, etc

339 A classic Border Fine Arts model of farmer and 
horse at farrier's

340 A collection of miniature African style cast brass 
figures of people

341 A mid-20th century puppet by Pelham in the 
form of Little Red Riding Hood

342 A mid-20th century green ceramic dish and 
saucer by Shelley

343 A modern blue/turquoise bowl
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344 Three ornately decorated photo frames with 
cherub design, roses, etc

345 Two turned wooden bowls containing marbles 
and pebbles

346 A pair of green glass decorative boots together 
with two Chinese style puzzle balls, glass 
vessel, and an African style bust

347 A boxed set of Pifco electric fairy lights

348 A selection of LPs by various artists to include 
Mike Oldfield, Dean Dixon, etc

349 Three boxed pairs of ladies' shoes by Charles 
Jourdan(Part worn)

350 A blue four inch Record bench vice

351 A reproduction ceramic and metalwork vessel 
with hinged base in the form of tailor's dummy

352 A possible Anzolo Fuga glass vase

353 A reproduction cast aluminium sculpture of 
abstract dancer on wooden base

354 A cast metal crucible

355 A large quantity of white ceramic cherubs, etc

356 A Hornby clockwork train set consisting of 
engine, two carriages, and a selection of track

357 A modern black jewellery cabinet with two 
drawers and lift up lid containing a quantity of 
costume jewellery

358 A carved wooden workbox

359 A late 1980s backpack in the form of a Womble

360 A Sunny Jim soft toy along with one other soft 
toy in the form of a sailor

361 A boxed 'Top O' The Town' magnetic dart board

362 +VAT An assortment of seventeen boxed 
Zero.One% suspension trainers

363 +VAT Four boxed Feit Electric smart LED strip 
lights

364 +VAT A boxed special edition Bose Soundlink 
Mini II portable speaker

365 +VAT A boxed set of Shokz Openrun SE bone 
conduction sport headphones

366 +VAT Three boxed 'Little Hotties' packs of thirty 
toe warmers

367 +VAT A boxed Marvin's Magic 'Ultimate Magic' 
set

368 +VAT A boxed Pulseroll mini massage gun 
along with a purple Everlast kettle bell

369 +VAT A boxed Threesixty2 heater by Duux

370 +VAT A boxed Evergreen solar LED Edison 
lantern

371 +VAT Two boxed Magic Bag packs of fifteen 
'Instantspace' bags

372 +VAT A Kitchenaid electric mixer

373 +VAT A boxed Threesixty2 heater by Duux

374 +VAT Two boxed Brita Style XL water filter jugs

375 +VAT An assortment of seventeen boxed 
Zero.One% suspension trainers

376 +VAT A boxed Evergreeen solar LED Edison 
lantern

377 +VAT A boxed Evergreen solar LED Edison 
lantern

378 A stamp album containing a quantity of mainly 
British stamps

379 A blue PVC box containing an assortment of die 
cast cars, trucks, buses, etc

380 A Wolf angle grinder along with a Black and 
Decker belt sander and a Black and Decker 
planer

381 A PVC box containing an assortment of cigarette 
card albums with contents

382 A PVC crate containing an assortment of hand 
tools to include hammers, screwdrivers, etc

383 A PVC box containing a large assortment of pre-
decimal and other currency

384 An abstract design possible jade pendant on 
white metal chain

385 A white metal chainmail purse along with one 
other white metal purse

386 A cast metal model of a crown commemorating 
the 1953 June 2nd Coronation

387 A men's Swidu wristwatch together with a men's 
America Sports wristwatch

388 A white metal pendant containing artwork of 
stylised tree mounted on white metal chain

389 A box containing an assortment of badges from 
Stratford Upon Avon in the 1990s

390 A bag containing one cased and three uncased 
reproduction German military badges/medals

391 A plastic crate containing a small assortment of 
books to include toy trains, racing, etc

392 A boxed Techno Gears - Marble Mania 'Galactic 
Adventure Set'

393 Spare lot
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394 Two trays containing four Cricut machines and 
accessories

395 A PVC box containing an assortment of model 
railway items to include carriages, track, 
buildings, etc

396 A tray containing a large assortment of boxed 
and unboxed downlights, light fittings, etc

397 Three trays containing a large assortment of 
books on various subjects, to include 'The 
Family History Of England' , 'The War In 
Pictures', 'The History Of English Speaking 
Peoples' , etc

398 Two trays containing an assortment of ceramic 
and glassware to include Jasperware urn, floral 
design part tea set, gilt coloured teapot, etc

399 A tray containing an assortment of nine mid-20th 
century style glass light shades

400 A tray containing four early 20th century cast 
metal railway signs

401 A tray containing an assortment of boxed 
Hornby items to include engine, carriages, track, 
etc

402 Two trays containing a large assortment of 
textiles to include quilted duvets, crochet 
blankets, eastern style prayer mat, etc

403 Three trays containing a large assortment of 
LEGO and boxes to include LEGO Star Wars, 
LEGO City, LEGO Knight's Kingdom, etc

404 Two trays of ceramic ware to include storage 
jars, meat plates, mixing bowl, etc

405 A large assortment of brewing items to include 
fermentation buckets, glass bottles, etc

406 +VAT A packaged large DreamLand Hygge 
Days warming throw along with two other grey 
throws

407 +VAT An assortment of Michelin rubber car 
mats

408 +VAT A tray containing a large assortment of 
Circulon non-stick pots and pans

409 +VAT An assortment of Michelin rubber car 
mats together with a doormat

410 +VAT Two packaged sets of Michelin rubber car 
matting

411 +VAT Three bath towels and a packaged set of 
two hand towels

412 +VAT An assortment of Michelin rubber car 
mats

413 +VAT An unboxed ceiling light

414 +VAT A packaged Dormio 'Octasense' pillow 
along with four other unboxed pillows

415 +VAT An assortment of Michelin rubber car 
mats

416 +VAT A packaged Hotel Grande two pack of 
reversible cooling bed pillows along with four 
other pillows

423 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

424 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

425 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

426 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

427 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

428 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

429 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

430 +VAT A boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

431 +VAT A boxed twenty-four piece, six place set of 
Mikasa 'Swirl' ceramic tableware

432 +VAT A boxed JBL Boombox3 portable speaker

433 +VAT A boxed Sanus full motion TV wall mount 
for 27in-55in screens

434 +VAT A boxed JBL Boombox3 portable speaker

435 +VAT A boxed Vango Combi-IR grill

436 +VAT A boxed Sanus full motion TV wall mount 
for 37in-90in screens

437 +VAT A boxed Sage Bambino Plus coffee 
machine

438 +VAT A boxed Samsung Jet Bot robo vacuum 
cleaner

439 +VAT A boxed HP Simple Multitasking Deskjet 
4120e

440 +VAT A boxed Tramontina twelve piece 
induction ready set of pots/pans

441 +VAT A boxed Hinkley 'Hadley' chrome ceiling 
light

442 +VAT A box containing an assortment of items 
to include water bottles, glasses, bowls, etc

443 +VAT A boxed Sabatier expanding dish rack

444 +VAT A tray containing an assortment of items 
to include MSI gaming headset, windscreen 
wipers, knife set, etc

445 +VAT An assortment of seventeen boxed 
Zero.One% suspension trainers
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